
                    SEA SCAMP – ON BOARD EXPERIENCE                                                             

                                        A brief introduction for Provisional & Prospective Members 
 

Sea Scamp is a three quarter-rigged Bermudan sloop, Classic/Vintage style,  built in 1936 to the     

German 50 square metre class rules. She is 41 ft. (12.5 m) overall with an 8 ft. 6” (2.6m)  beam, 

constructed of mahogany planks on oak frames. 

Every effort has been made to retain the original character of the boat, including a wooden mast.           

To comply with safety regulations and recommendations she now has modern navigation, AIS  and 

communication equipment, a diesel engine, as well as life jackets, life raft, etc.  There is a full set           

of sails including a spinnaker and asymmetric. With a good wind on the beam she can maintain          

eight to nine knots. 

The 50 square metres were classed as cruiser/racers and like all 1930’s racing yachts she is long and 

narrow so you cannot expect her to have the commodious interior accommodation of modern cruising 
yachts  - Think of indoor camping or mountain huts and you will begin to get an idea of her inside. 

 

There are berths for six people the galley gas cooker has an oven and grill which has provided many    

tasty meals  on board. The 4 bunk berths in the saloon are quite close together - 2 on either side of      

the narrow walkway.  The two lower berths are used as seats when we fit the table for meals. There      

are  2 more quarter berths which are usually occupied by the Skipper and Mate.  The heads (or toilet)      

is in the confined forepeak.   

For navigation and planning there is a well-lit chart table with charts and up-to-date Almanac and         

pilot books. We provide modern lifejackets with integral harness and safety lines but you will need           

to bring your own wet weather clothing – nautical water proofs and non-slip footwear.  The bunks        
have foam mattresses   – please bring your own sleeping bag. 

 

Meals are prepared and eaten communally, please advise your Skipper of any dietary requirements/ 

limitations.  Also advise the skipper if you have a medical condition that needs to be known about. 
 

Space on board is limited so please pack your clothing sparingly – layering is best, in a SOFT bag, 

A full list of “What you need to take” is in appendix 5 of the sailing manual    - see second page.  
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Sailing Manual          APPENDIX 5    WHAT YOU NEED TO TAKE 

Below is a list of essential personal items that you may wish to take with you on Sea Scamp. It is provided as 
a basic aide memoir to help newer members and guests. It is by no means exhaustive and you will undoubt-
edly need other things as well ! 

1 SAFETY : there are enough lifejackets and harnesses on board Sea Scamp for all her crew, together 
with a life-raft and other safety equipment. 

2 PACKING : pack everything in a SOFT BAG – do not take a suitcase, wheelie bag or anything that 
doesn’t pack away. Line your soft bag with a dustbin sack (to protect your clothes in case of leaks). In-
side that, use more sacks and/or carrier bags to segregate your clothes. 

Please remember there is not much storage space on Sea Scamp so pack as light as possible. 

3 FOOD : tell the Skipper if you have any special dietary requirements. 

4 MEDICATION : take any medication that you need, and please DO tell the skipper in confidence if you 
have any condition that may affect your ability to crew effectively (e.g. allergies, epilepsy, diabetes, 
minor heart / respiratory conditions etc.). 

5 WATERPROOFS : you’ll get wet whatever the weather so take adequate waterproof clothing, preferably 
designed for sailing (ask the skipper or other members if you don’t have any – they may be able to 
help). 

6 FOOTWEAR : deck shoes (or non-marking trainers) and sailing boots/wellies for use on deck plus 
separate (normal) shoes for going ashore. Note that normal wellies are not much use – they slip ! 

7 WARM CLOTHING : it is always colder at sea than you expect (even in summer !) so make sure you 
have a warm hat, gloves, and plenty of thick socks and jumpers/ fleeces. In spring or autumn include 
thermal underwear. 

8 SLEEPING : a sleeping bag is essential (although if you do forget it then the spinnaker is a pretty good 
substitute - as long as it is still dry!). You may also like to take a small pillow and a warm liner for 
early/late season sailing. 

9 SUN : sun cream is ESSENTIAL for most of the sailing season, even if you expect it to be overcast – 
the effect of UV light at sea is far greater than on land. Go for factor 50 and use it liberally, especially 
on face, ears, nose and neck ! Sun glasses are also important to protect your eyes, again even in con-
ditions when you wouldn’t normally wear them on land. 

10 HOT WEATHER : sun hat, shorts, swimming kit, extra towel. 

11 PERSONAL ITEMS : Wash bag, sea sickness pills, reading glasses, address book (postcards?), bank 
accountor  details or cheque book (for settling up kitty  -sailing fees should have ben paid by bank 
transfer prior to voyage), pen.    

12 OVERSEAS : Passport, foreign currency, travel tickets and visa, vaccination certificate as required by 
countries being visited.  Before you sail check the current rules –Immigration  and Customs  both UK 
and countries you are sailing to. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  

   

 

 
 


